Ⅲ. Fostering and Support of Young Artistic Talents

Information on activities
Ⅰ. Provision of Opportunities for Children to Enjoy Quality Music
Organization, Planning and Commissioned Production of Concerts

Concert for Pre-Zero-Year-Olds 〜Mom is My Premium Seat〜

A concert series since 1985 friendly to mothers-to-be

Masaru Ibuka (1908-1997), Co-Founder of Sony Corporation, advocated
the importance of prenatal nurturing of intelligence and sentiment. This
concert series was launched with his suggestion in mind and is now
being held across the country. Also featuring talks by the performers,
this concert series have been popular over the years as something that
expecting mothers and their family members can relax and enjoy.
No concerts scheduled for FY2018

A series of concerts for Newborns preschoolers to enjoy with their family

Open for preschoolers, the “Concert for KIDS” series started in 1999. The concerts are held throughout the nation, attracting tremendous
popularity and have cumulative turnouts of over 120,000 people.
The one-hour classical music concert is designed with various ideas to attract and keep the attention of children, including high-quality
performances gratifying even for adults, and interactive sessions in which children can physically enjoy music by moving their bodies.
We also offer a wide variety of services for the family to fully enjoy their first classical music concert experience, by providing them with
diaper changing and breastfeeding rooms and stroller parking spaces.
The spin-off series “ KODO from Age Zero” produced and performed by taiko (traditional Japanese drum) performing arts ensemble
KODO has been enjoying high popularity as well.
In addition, The “Classical Music from Age Three” series, targeting children a little older, is designed for them to enjoy classical music in a
wider scope by incorporating storytelling frameworks and educational elements.

July 4 (Wed)
Aug. 18 (Sat)
Nov. 25 (Sun)
Dec. 24 (Mon/PH)

THE INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN

A concert series for the youth to enjoy quality music

A triennial, worldly praised international competition dedicated solely to the oboe

2019
Feb. 16 (Sat)

[Tokyo] Akigawa Kirara Hall

Mar. 2 (Sat)

[Kanagawa] Philia Hall

©Takafumi Ueno

My First Opera ~Italian Opera Edition~
(September 2017)

©Takafumi Ueno

Listen, Watch, and Sing: “West Side Story”
Special Experience Program (May 2018)

New York Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra, L’Orchestre de L’Opera National de Lyon, NHK Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo Philharmonic
Orchestra (orchestras), Alan GILBERT, Paavo JÄRVI, Andrea BATTISTONI (conductors), Berlin Philharmonic Horn Quartet (horn quartet), Arcanto
Quartet (string quartet), Les Vents Français (woodwind quartet + piano), Maxim VENGEROV (violin), etc.

Sony Music Foundation: Disaster Relief Project

“No.9 ” Charity Concert presented with elementary, junior high and senior high school students
Supporting disaster reconstruction through students’ singing participation in “No. 9” concerts

A “No. 9” concert in tandem with the measures of having children participate in performances.
reconstructions. Elementary thru high school students, alongside their parents, will participate in the
proceeds of ticket sales and on-the-spot fundraising will be donated to disaster relief support organizations.

[Tokyo] Tokyo Opera City Concert Hall

Performers: Kazuyoshi AKIYAMA (conductor), Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, etc.
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“No.9” Charity Concert for elementary, junior high and
senior high school students
Presented by a joint orchestra of Sendai Philharmonic Orchestra
and Yomiuri Nippon Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo, etc. (Dec. 2017)

Ⅱ. Creation of an Environment for Everyone to Casually Enjoy Classical Music
A series of charity concerts, proceeds of which are donated exclusively for the utilization in blood-oriented services

New!

This project was launched in 1990 with the co-sponsorship of Mikimoto Group in order to further raise awareness on “blood donation” that had become
a major social concern in response to the HIV/AIDS problem. Part of the proceeds of this concert series are donated to the Japanese Red Cross Society
for the specific purpose to utilize in the purchase and the maintenance of blood transportation vehicles.

“My First Classical Music: Parent and Child’s Fun Trip Around the World”

Dec. 19 (Wed), 2018

A collection of especially popular classical masterpieces from the repertoire of the “Concert for KIDS” series.
Highlighting the composers’ home countries, listeners can enjoy classical music and a virtual trip around the world.
Comes with a fun picture-book-like booklet.

Performers: Daniel HARDING (conductor), Isabelle FAUST (violin),
Orchestre de Paris

Jan. 19 (Sat), 2019

Dream Seats Project

[Osaka] The Symphony Hall

[Tokyo] Suntory Hall

Performers: Ken-ichiro KOBAYASHI (conductor), Ikuyo NAKAMICHI (piano),
Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra
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Ken-ichiro KOBAYASHI Ikuyo NAKAMICHI

Tokyo Metropolitan Symphony Orchestra

GREAT ARTIST SERIES

Free membership program for elementary to high school students
to experience classical music concerts at reasonable prices
Dream Seats is a membership program in which we offer affordably-priced tickets of regular
concerts by orchestras and masterpiece-themed concerts held across the nation, to parents and
children from elementary to high school. (Membership registration is free of charge.) The project
provides children with the opportunities to enjoy standard-style concerts carefully selected from a
wide array of genres, not those designed for children but those they can enjoy with adults.

A concert series performed by world-class maestros and artists
Access here
for details
(Japanese text only)

Kodomo Ongaku Shimbun (Childrenʼs Music Newsletter)

©Masanori Doi
From top left: H. SCHELLENBERGER /

Introducing the readers to pieces of information
on classical music

Jury Chairman: Hansjörg SCHELLENBERGER (Oboist, Conductor)
Jury Members: Maurice BOURGUE (Oboist) / Ken-ichi FURUBE (Principal Oboist - New Japan Philharmonic) / Gordon HUNT (Principal
Oboist -London Chamber Orchestra, former Principal Oboist - Philharmonia Orchestra, Conductor) / Yoshiaki OBATA (Professor at Tokyo
University of the Arts) / Dwight PARRY (Principal Oboist - Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra) / Masaru YOSHIDA (Principal Bassoonist Yomiuri Nippon Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo)
We received 169 applications from 24 countries and regions.
Those who have passed the preliminary screening in April will participate the First Round.

Official Website
Awarding of Artists

Awarded to young and promising cellists and conductors

performance of Beethoven’s “Symphony No. 9” to directly support disaster reconstruction support. All

Mar. 10 (Sun), 2019

The 12th INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN 2018 in Tokyo Sep. 29 (Sat) ~ Oct. 7 (Sun), 2018
[Tokyo] Tokyo Opera City Recital Hall (1st / 2nd Rounds)
Kioi Hall (Final Round)

Hideo Saito Memorial Fund Award

The Great East Japan Earthquake disaster relief project, launched 2011, now supports all disaster

MIKIMOTO Japanese Red Cross Society Blood Donation Charity Concert

Concert for KIDS Collaboration CD

“THE INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN” has been held every three years since 1985, to
promote the true artistic value of oboe, as well as to contribute to the development of the culture of
music with an international perspective by discovering and fostering talented musicians and help them
expand their scope of activities in both Japan and abroad. With past winners going on to become
international figures making the world’s major orchestras their stages, it has established its recognition as
an international competition which serves as the gateway to success for young oboists, The upcoming,
12th Competition is scheduled to take place in 2018.

This concert series was launched in 2004 to offer first-hand
experiences of works created by world-class artists. Mainly
targeting teens, the series enjoy high popularity with
descriptions of the music by performers themselves,
reasonable price settings, and quality performances. The
concerts are open to children from first grade.

Past Performers
Concert #170
Tomoharu USHIDA (October 2017)

[Nagano] Karuizawa Ohga Hall *Kodo
[Kanagawa] Mori-no-Hall Hashimoto
*Kodo (2 shows)
[Tokyo] Taito Ward Shogai Gakushu Center
Millennium Hall
[Chiba] Urayasu Concert Hall
[Niigata] Koidego Cultural Hall
[Tokyo] Hakuju Hall (2 shows)

Organization and Sponsorship of International Competitions and Events

Premium Concerts for Teens

No concerts scheduled for FY2018

Concert for KIDS 〜Classical Music from Age Zero〜 / 〜Classical Music from Age Three〜 / 〜KODO from Age Zero〜

2018
May 5 (Sat/PH)
Jun. 23 (Sat)

Special Concert Series for Children

In this series, we design highly unique programs performed by musicians of
world-class artistry and set the admission fees at affordable prices.
We have organized concerts by established musicians such as the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra, Isaac Stern, and Ensemble Wien-Berlin to name a few.
“The 12th INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN 2018 in Tokyo”
Prize Winners & Jury Concert will be held in 2018.

Sony Music Foundation established the Hideo Saito Memorial Award in 2002, under the name of the renowned late cellist/conductor/educator.
We present the awards, which is operated by the property bequeathed to the Foundation by his widow Hideko upon her passing,
to young and promising cellists and conductors.

Selection Committee

Lifetime Committee Members:
Seiji OZAWA (Conductor) / Tsuyoshi TSUTSUMI (Cellist)
Members with tenure: three persons (tenure of three years)

Past recipients
The 1st (FY2002)
The 2nd (FY2003)
The 3rd (FY2004)
The 4th (FY2005)
The 5th (FY2006)
The 6th (FY2007)
The 7th (FY2008)
The 8th (FY2009)

Akio UEKI (cellist)
Kazushi ONO (conductor)
Nobuo FURUKAWA (cellist) Junichi HIROKAMI (conductor)
No cellist awarded
Ryusuke NUMAJIRI (conductor)
Sumire KUDO (cellist)
Alan GILBERT (conductor)
No cellist awarded
Eiji OUE (conductor)
Dai MIYATA (cellist)
Tatsuya SHIMONO (conductor)
Gen YOKOSAKA (cellist) Naoto OTOMO (conductor)
Mari ENDO (cellist)
No conductor awarded

The 9th (FY2010)
The 10th(FY2011)
The 11th (FY2012)
The 12th(FY2013)
The 13th (FY2014)
The 14th (FY2015)
The 15th (FY2016)
The 16th (FY2017)

Yoko HASEGAWA (cellist)
Hidemi SUZUKI (cellist)
Danjulo ISHIZAKA (cellist)
Rei TSUJIMOTO (cellist)
Hajime OTOMO (cellist)
Shohei UWAMORI (cellist)
Atsushi SAKAI (cellist)
Yuya OKAMOTO (cellist)

Kimbo ISHII-ETO (conductor)
Ken TAKASEKI (conductor)
Kazuki YAMADA (conductor)
Keiko MITSUHASHI (conductor)
Toshiyuki KAMIOKA (conductor)
Kentaro KAWASE (conductor)
No conductor awarded
Ryuichiro SONODA (conductor)

Organization of Music, Opera, Dance and Other Workshops

Organization of Seminars, etc.

Since its birth, Sony Music Foundation has been holding a variety of seminars and master classes.
In 2015, we held an outreach program by internationally renowned cellist Yo-Yo Ma, open to elementary,
junior high and high school students.
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Outreach session by Yo-Yo Ma
(October 2015)

Fostering of Artistic Talents
Support of “THE INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN” Prize Winners

©Photo provided by Spring Festival in Tokyo Executive Committee / ©Tomoko Hidaki

In 2018, as a joint project with “Spring Festival in Tokyo”, we co-organized the recital of Risa SOEJIMA, winner of
the Encouragement Award of the 11th Competition. We also held recitals of Ami Kaneko (2015), winner of 2nd Prize
and Encouragement Award in the 10th, and Kanami Araki (2017), winner of 1st Prize [Ohga Award] in the 11th.
Risa SOEJIMA Oboe Recital
Apr. 1 (Sun), 2018
[Tokyo] Ishibashi Memorial Hall, Ueno Gakuen

Risa SOEJIMA Oboe Recital (April 2018)

M. BOURGUE / K. FURUBE / G. HUNT /

Support of “Hideo Saito Memorial Fund Award” Recipients

From bottom left: D. PARRY /
M. YOSHIDA / K. ARAKI

In 2017 We held a recital of Atsushi Sakai, the recipient of the 15th “Hideo Saito Memorial Fund Award” in
the cello category. We have also organized and provided support to the concerts of the past winners.

©Yomiuri Nippon
Symphony Orchestra

“The 12th INTERNATIONAL OBOE COMPETITION OF JAPAN 2018 in Tokyo” Prize Winners & Jury Concert Oct. 7 (Sun), 2018 [Tokyo] Kioi Hall
Performers: Hansjörg SCHELLENBERGER (conductor/oboe), Maurice BOURGUE, Ken-ichi FURUBE, Gordon HUNT, Yoshiaki OBATA, Dwight PARRY, and
Kanami ARAKI (oboe), Masaru YOSHIDA (bassoon), Competition prize winners, Tokyo Philharmonic Orchestra, etc.
(Vol. 25)

Plaque/cash award:
JPY 5 million for each recipient (total JPY 10 million)
16th award presentation ceremony (2017)

Y. OBATA

We publish this newsletter which introduces the readers to pieces of
information on music, musicians, and composers, hoping that it enhances
the children’s knowledge and interest in classical music. The newsletters
are provided to educational institutions and distributed free of charge at
concert venues, as well as on the Web for casual reading.

Awards

No concerts scheduled for FY2018
©Photo provided by Spring Festival in Tokyo Executive Committee / ©Tomoko Hidaki

Atsushi SAKAI: An Enchanting Spring Concert
Featuring Violoncello and Viola da Gamba Concert
(April 2017)

